Working Remotely:
Pros & Cons

Telecommuting Facts and Figures
Mobility is transforming the way businesses reach their
customers at the same time as employees are redefining the
way they work. If considering Remote Working for your business,
keep reading to explore its pros and cons!

So just what are the

pros

of remote work?

Remote Work
is on the Rise

140%
The remote work
population has grown
since 2005
2005

70%
50%

2010

2015

2019

of full-time professionals work
remotely at least once per week

40%
of US employers
are offering flexible
workplace options
more than they did
five years ago

of the US workforce holds jobs
compatible with
telecommuting

Let’s Face it:

Office Work can be Distracting

$550 billion per year.
is lost due to Lack of workplace engagement

76%

prefer to avoid the office completely
when they need to get important
work done

61%

86%

agree a loud environment (noisy
work neighbors) are their biggest
distraction

Only

27%

of employees prefer to
work alone to maximize
our productivity

46%

of workers primarily
communicate with
coworkers via email,
IM, or phone calls

believe they'd be more productive in an open room
versus a private setting

Remote work

by the numbers

India

1 in 5

leads the world in
telecommuters

workers around the
world telecommute

The top five states
for remote work are
California
Texas
New York
Florida
Illinois

The top ten industries
for telecommuting jobs are

IT

Sales

Education

Teaching

Healthcare

Customer Service

Management

Consulting

Project Management

Account Management

Telecommuting is a

Sound, Practical Business Decision

$90 billion per year
is costing the economy
in excessive commuting

Time saved can be put to good use:

Telecommuters can save between

$2,000 - $7,000
per year
Companies can save

$11,000

44%
Leisurely

65%
Sleep

per year

82%

say working
remotely
reduces
stress

pursuits

say remote
work improves
productivity

70%

A Lot of Workers

Want to Telecommute

80-90%
52%

of the US workforce say they would
like to telecommute

would prefer taking a pay cut over
being restricted to an office

46%

believe working remotely
would increase their
productivity

65%
Only

19%

There are

CONS

would be open to a
flexible and remote
work schedule

say they’re allowed
to work remotely

to working remotely:

Remote Work

The Endpoint End Game
Many employers offer work-specific endpoints and remote access software
to their telecommuters:

92%
Laptops

75%

75%

22%

Web conferencing
platforms

Smartphones

Were given WiFi
by their employers

EXTERNAL NETWORK ACCESS
poses higher risks

76%

of data breaches are
financially motivated

87%

of data breaches took
only minutes or seconds
to carry out

39%

of malware cases
involve ransomware

68%

went undiscovered
for months on end

Ensure your mobile security policies are clear about how data is accessed
by having CTS help you configure your Mobile Device Management tool.

At CTS, we offer key transformational mobility services and innovation that
complement your IT operations. A strong mobile strategy is imperative to run
a successful and secure business. Devising the right mobile strategy is at the
heart of what we do.

We Create Custom Solutions that Help Your Business
https://enterprise.verizon.com/resources/reports/dbir/
https://globalworkplaceanalytics.com/telecommuting-statistics/7
https://www.atlassian.com/teams/the-me-in-team
https://www.surepayroll.com/resources/blog/productivity
-prohibitors-how-to-stop-them-in-their-tracks
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